
 Sun picture

 A suitable chair or mat on 
the floor that can be the 
‘bed’.

 A favourite teddy

5–10 minutes

WAKING UP IN THE MORNING

Play ‘Waking up in the morning’. Have your child sit on a chair or on a mat or rug on the floor.

Say: Let’s pretend that you are still sleeping. What kind of actions can help us to show that you are still sleeping? 
Let’s put our hands together, and put them under our cheeks. And let’s shut our eyes and keep them closed.

Model the actions in an exaggerated way and encourage your child to copy you as you do this.

Then say: And now I am the sun (show the sun picture). When a ray of sunshine touches you, you wake up and 
open your eyes.

Touch your child gently; if the child does not spontaneously ‘wake up’, whisper: The sun has touched you so open 
your eyes and wake up!

Your child indicates an understanding of the role play.
Your child demonstrates an appropriate emotional response to the role play.
Your child can copy the modelled actions.

To introduce basic expressive actions
To use basic expressive actions to convey a straightforward narrative 
To practise stretching
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Play ‘Waking up our bodies fully’. Explain to your child that sometimes when we first wake up, we need to 
stretch our bodies slowly so we feel looser and more flexible, and ready to start the day! 

Do each version below in turn. Model how to do the movements and comment on your actions as you do them, 
with the verbs and names of body parts. For example: Now I’m lifting my arms above my head, and so on. Then 
ask your child to copy you (and say some of the words out loud if they can).

Version 1- Standing up: Stretch your body and lift your arms above your head, arching your back. Stamp your left 
foot, then your right foot. Clasp and open your hand. Yawn, covering your mouth with a hand. Gently scratch your 
head. 

Version 2 - Sitting on the edge of the ‘bed’: The same actions as in Version 1, but remain seated.

When you’ve finished the 
activity, you could ask your 
child to take their favourite 
teddy and help him or her 

‘wake up’ properly. 

Help them to show their 
teddy how to stretch and 

move.
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